Decision support for QEMG.
For clinicians to use quantitative electromyography (QEMG) to help determine the presence or absence of neuromuscular disease, they must manually interpret an exhaustive set of motor unit potential (MUP) or interference pattern statistics to formulate a clinically useful muscle characterization. A new method is presented for automatically categorizing a set of quantitative electromyographic (EMG) data as characteristic of data acquired from a muscle affected by a myopathic, normal or neuropathic disease process, based on discovering patterns of MUP feature values. From their numbers of occurrence in a set of training data, representative of each muscle category, discovered patterns of MUP feature values are expressed as conditional probabilities of detecting such MUPs in each category of muscle. The conditional probabilities of each MUP in a set of MUPs acquired from an examined muscle are combined using Bayes' rule to estimate conditional probabilities of the examined muscle being of each category type. Using simulated and clinical data, the ability of a "pattern discovery" based Bayesian (PD-based Bayesian) method to correctly categorize sets of test MUP data was compared to conventional methods which use data means and outliers. The simulated data were created by modeling the effects of myopathic and neuropathic diseases using a physiologically based EMG signal simulator. The clinical data was from controls and patients with known neuropathic disorders. PD-based Bayesian muscle characterization had an accuracy of 84.4% compared to 51.9% for the means and outlier based method when using all MUP features considered. PD-based Bayesian methods can accurately characterize a muscle. PD-based Bayesian muscle characterization automatically maximizes both sensitivity and specificity and provides transparent rationalizations for its characterizations. This leads to the expectation that clinicians using PD-based Bayesian muscle characterization will be provided with improved decision support compared to that provided by the status quo means and outlier based methods.